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Chapter One 

General Introduction 

Human herpesviruses, organization and replication.  Human herpesviruses (HHV) 

are a family of diverse, enveloped, double stranded DNA viruses.  Widely distributed amongst 

the population, herpesviruses are divided into three main subfamilies; alphaherpesviruses 

including herpes simplex virus (HSV) 1 and 2 as well as varicella zoster virus (VZV).  

Betaherpesviruses which includes human cytomegalovirus (HCMV), HHV-6 A and B, as well as 

HHV-7.  Finally, gammaherpesviruses which includes Epstein Barr virus (EBV) and Kaposi’s 

sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV).  Herpesviruses are associated with a wide range of 

disease in humans that range from mild and self-limiting to life threatening.  HHV1 and 2 are the 

causative agents of cold-sores and genital blisters while VZV causes chicken pox.  Infections 

with HCMV and EBV can result in infectious mononucleosis.  HHV-6B is responsible for the 

febrile illness roseola infantum.  Additionally two HHVs are known to be oncogenic, EBV is 

associated with various cancers of the throat and naso-pharynx including Burkitt’s lymphoma 

while KSHV causes Kaposi’s sarcoma. 

All herpesviruses share a common structure consisting of an icosohedral nucleocapsid 

containing a large double stranded DNA genome.  Surrounding the nucleocapsid is an 

amorphous, semi-ordered (1), protienacious layer termed the tegument which serves as an 

arsenal of pre-synthesized proteins that herpesviruses can use during the very earliest stages of 

infection to modulate host immune responses and trans-activate viral gene expression.  

Surrounding the tegument is a host membrane derived lipid envelope studded with various viral 

glycoproteins important for both attachment to and fusion with the host plasma membrane.  The 

genomes sizes of herpesviruses range from the smallest ~125 kpb in VZV to the largest, 

HCMV, which possesses a ~236 kbp genome.  
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Although cellular tropism and associated disease varies between different subfamilies of 

herpesviruses, all share a common life cycle.  Infection begins with attachment to the host cell 

plasma membrane by way of interaction with heparin sulfate proteoglycans and cell specific 

cellular receptors with various viral glycoproteins, chiefly gB (2,3).  Cellular receptors vary 

between HHV species.  For instance, HSV1 binds to a member of the tumor necrosis factor 

family of receptors termed HVEM (4) while HCMV binds to various cellular integrins (α2β1, 

α6β1, and αVβ3) in fibroblasts (5) while binding to epithelial growth factor receptor (EGFR) to 

gain entry into macrophage (6).  Penetration of the nucleocapsid is achieved through either 

direct fusion with the plasma membrane or pH dependent endocytosis (7,8).  As the virions 

enters the host cell various tegument proteins are released from the virion structure into the 

cytoplasm where they act in various roles including host cell immunomodulation, host cell 

protein synthesis modulation, and viral gene transactivation (9).  The nucleocapsid is then 

transported, via microtubules,  to the cytoplasmic edge of the nucleus where the genome is 

injected (10).  This is the start of what is termed the lytic replication process which results in an 

ordered series of viral gene products and viral genome replication resulting in the production of 

progeny infectious virus.   

The first series of viral genes produced during the lytic gene cascade are termed 

immediate early genes (IE) or α genes.  These genes are not dependent on a priori synthesis of 

other viral genes or viral DNA synthesis.  As α genes serve a variety of functions acting in 

concert with tegument proteins delivered during virion entry.  Immediate early proteins 1 and 2 

in HCMV are promiscuous trans-activators of many viral and host genes (11-13).  Although 

trans-activation is a necessary step in the lytic process, α genes have various other functions.  

IE 1 and 2 serve a dual role as both trans-activators and immune modulators acting to suppress 

various aspects of host innate immunity (14). The IE gene UL37.1 acts as an anti-apoptotic 

protein keeping the cell alive during this critical first stage of infection (15,16). The US2 and US7 
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proteins in HCMV act to block expression of MHC class I bound peptides at the cell surface 

immediately after infection, stemming the activity of CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells (17).  Thus, α genes 

play important roles in setting the stage for a productive lytic infection. 

The second class of genes produced termed early genes, or β genes, have expression 

that is dependent on de novo protein production (α genes) but is not dependent on viral DNA 

synthesis.  These genes are associated with viral DNA replication and include the viral DNA 

polymerase, and DNA processivity factor (HCMV UL54 and UL44) as well as nucleocapsid 

assembly factors such as the major and minor capsid proteins (HCMV UL104, and UL105).  

Capsid assembly takes place in the nucleus for all herpesviruses, after which, replicated 

genomes are packaged and the assembled nucleocapsid exits the nucleus by way of budding 

through the inner and outer nuclear membranes into the cytoplasm (18-21).  This process of 

capsid nuclear egress coincides with production of a third class of late genes, or γ genes.  

Generally, γ genes are structural proteins, including tegument proteins, which aid in the final 

assembly of the complete virion. 

The final phase of the herpesvirus lifecycle, termed secondary envelopment, takes place 

in the cytoplasm.  The nucleocapsid aquires its full complement of tegument proteins as it 

transits through the cytoplasm to the site of envelopment and eventual egress from the cell. This 

process involves various organelles which differ between species of herpesvirus.  

Alphaherpesviruses bud into vesicles derived from the Golgi apparatus (22,23).  While HCMV 

has been shown to use vesicles that have markers for both the trans-Golgi, and early 

endosomes (24,25).  After budding into the exit vesicle the viral particle is then trafficked to the 

plasma membrane where fusion occurs releasing the virion into the extracellular space. 

Primary infections with human herpesviruses generally begin with a lytic infection at the 

mucosal epithelium of the mouth, nose, or genitals which serve as first sites of contact.  Primary 
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infections are generally mild and self limiting, after which viral progeny will disseminate and 

begin the second stage of the viral life cycle, a life-long asymptomatic infection, termed latency.  

All herpes viruses have the ability to establish latent infections in their hosts, although the cell 

types in which this happens varies between subfamilies.  Latent infections are characterized by 

the production of very few viral antigens save for a few latent associated transcripts and 

proteins (26-28), the absence of the lytic gene cascade and maintenance of the viral genome as 

a chromatinized episome.  As mentioned, cell types in which latency occurs vary and include 

various neuronal lineage cells for alpha herpesviruses (29,30), monocytes and undifferentiated 

CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells for HCMV (31,32), and memory B cells for EBV (33).  Upon 

various stimuli, including stress, the suppression of the immune system or differentiation of the 

cell harboring the latent infection, reactivation to the lytic pathway can occur producing 

infectious virus and symptomatic disease.   

HCMV background and clinical significance.  HCMV is the prototypic human 

betaherpesvirus.  Infecting 50 to 90% of the population, HCMV is the herpesvirus of largest 

public health concern (34).  The age at which primary infection is contracted varies on a number 

of factors, generally increasing proportionally with age (35).  Most primary infections with HCMV 

are mild and can result in self limiting mononucleosis similar to what is observed upon infection 

with EBV. After primary infection, establishment of a life-long latent infection occurs that can 

spontaneously and periodically reactive resulting in shedding of large amounts of virus in the 

saliva and urine (36-38).    

HCMV presents a public health concern in two major areas.  High morbidity and 

mortality result from HCMV infections in the immunosuppressed, either due to HIV/AIDS or 

immunosuppressive therapies from organ transplantation or cancer treatment.  Infections in 

such populations can be life-threatening and result in a variety of diseases including retinitis, 
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gastro-enteritis, pulmonitis, hepatitis, and encephalitis and HCMV is a major cause of blindness, 

due to retinitis, in HIV/AIDS patients (39,40).  Reactivation of HCMV is also common after organ 

transplantation stemming from either a pre-existing infection in the transplant patient or from 

reactivation of latent virus in the transplanted tissue.  HCMV infection after transplantation can 

result in graft vs. host disease and organ rejection, and is the number one viral illness suffered 

by organ transplant recipients (41-43).  HCMV infection drives production of HLA-E restricted 

CD8+ lymphocytes, many of which are specific for peptides derived from the UL40 ORF (44).  

These CD8+ cells are thought to play roles in both organ rejection and graft vs. host disease.  

During acute organ rejection recipient derived HCMV specific CD8+ lymphocytes attack 

endothelial cells of the donor organ that display HCMV antigens (44,45).  Conversely, in graft 

vs. host disease HCMV specific CD8+ cells that are grafted along with the target organ facilitate 

immune responses in the host (45).   

The second area of public health concern for HCMV involves Infections in developing 

fetuses and neonates.  If a seronegative woman contracts a primary HCMV infection during 

pregnancy the virus has the ability to establish an initial infection in the placenta (46-48).  This 

can result in cross-placental transmission to the fetus causing severe neurological sequelea 

including seizures, microcephaly, hearing impairment, and lifelong mental disability (49).  

Approximately ~1% of live births in the US are in some way affected by HCMV and it is the 

largest non-genetic cause of hearing loss in newborns and infants (50). 

HCMV genome structure and coding capacity.  HCMV has the largest genome of any 

human herpesvirus.  At 236 kbp, it has a coding capacity consisting of at least ~170 canonical 

translated open reading frames (ORFs) (51,52).  The number of translated ORFs has been 

shown to be as high as 750 when small ORFs (less than 50aa) were counted (53).  HCMV also 

encodes 14 micro-RNAs (54-56).  The genome of HCMV is divided into two major segments 
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termed unique long (UL) and unique short (US) each of which is flanked by sets of internal and 

external repeat sequences.  The unique long segment contains many genes that are shared 

across all herpesviruses encoding proteins such as the viral DNA polymerase, major and minor 

capsid proteins, trans-activators, and tegument proteins.  The unique short region encodes 

many genes that are CMV specific (57) (Fig. 1).  

 Interestingly, only ~40 of the 170 proteins encoded by HCMV are essential for lytic 

replication in primary fibroblasts (58).  The remainder of the proteins that HCMV encodes for are 

termed accessory genes and have various functions such as immuno-modulation and cellular 

tropism determination.  These proteins are not necessary to establish a productive infection in 

cell culture systems but are nevertheless important in the context of infection in a host where an 

intact immune system puts anti-viral pressure on the replicating virus (59).  The necessity of 

many accessory genes is context dependent on a variety of biological conditions, i.e., MOI and 

cell type.  In fact, the laboratory strain, AD169, which has been serially passaged in fibroblasts 

for decades has lost a 14 kb region of DNA termed the ULb’ region.  Genes encoded in this 

region, UL128-UL150, are completely dispensable for growth in primary fibroblasts.  Several 

genes in this locus, namely UL128, UL129, and UL131 form a pentamer glycoprotein complex 

with gH and gL and are necessary tropism factors for entry into endothelial cells and epithelial 

cells (7).  The locus UL130-UL138 in the ULb’ region is also dispensable for growth in 

fibroblasts but is necessary for proper virion assembly/maturation and the formation of the cVAC 

in endothelial cells (60,61).  Several other ULb’ encoded genes serve immunomodulatory roles.  

These genes alter NK ligand cell surface expression or act as viral orthologs of cellular 

cytokines such as vIL-10 and vCxCL-1 (62-65).  Thus, accessory genes perform critical 

functions under certain conditions but are dispensable for replication in the most commonly 

used primary fibroblast cell culture model.  
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 Many of these accessory genes group by sequence similarity into families of related 

proteins (Fig. 1).  These families are thought to arise from the initial capture, by way of DNA 

recombination, of a fully spliced host mRNA into the viral genome (57,66,67).  Over successive 

rounds of replication these genes can be duplicated again and again on the viral genome 

forming a multiple member protein family.  Through random mutation and evolutionary selection, 

members of a protein family can diverge from one another and will be preserved in the genome 

if they provide a selective advantage.  Thus, over millennia of evolution, viral protein families 

can form that display large amounts of sequence diversity between constituent members and 

little to no sequence similarity to the original gene from which they originated. 

The US12 family.  One such family of related genes, termed the US12 family, is 

comprised of ten tandemly arranged sequence related proteins (US12-US21) located in the 

unique short region of the HCMV genome.  Each US12 member shares a similar predicted type 

III transmembrane protein structure having six or seven transmembrane regions.  Topology 

algorithms such as TMHMM which use a hidden Markov model to predict membrane spanning 

regions, place the N-termini of all US12 proteins in the lumen (inside) of the organelles on which 

they reside and the C-termini in the cytoplasm (Fig. 2).  However, recent studies of Bax 

Inhibitor-1, a potential mammalian ortholog, showed that both the N and C termini resided in the 

cytoplasm with the seventh predicated transmembrane region only partially embedded in the 

membrane (68).  Although no experimental topological data exists for US12 proteins they have 

been found to reside on various intracellular organelles of the host cell during infection. 

Antibodies against several US12 family members, including US14, US17, and US18, have 

localized them to membranes of organelles found in the HCMV cytoplasmic virion assembly 

complex (cVAC).  Each member has a unique intracellular distribution and they co-localize with 

cellular markers of various organelles including early endosomes, cis/trans Golgi, and the 
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nucleus (69,70).  This indicates that although they all share a common predicted structure, they 

may serve distinct functions during infection.   

Unique to primate cytomegaloviruses, including rhesus monkey, chimpanzee, human, 

and gorilla, the US12 family is completely absent from CMVs of other non-primate mammals.  

Sequence analysis of the US12 family has revealed some similarity to cellular GPCR receptors 

including several members that have a DRY amino acid motif which is important for binding 

small G-proteins as well as C-terminal amino acid motifs which are commonly used by proteins 

to facilitate protein-protein interactions with various other signaling pathways including notch 

and WNT (71).  In addition to GPCR similarity, US21, US20, US14, US15, and US17 all have 

amino acid motifs that could potentially classify them as members of the transmembrane bax-

inhibitor-1 (TMBIM) family of anti-apoptotic and ER stress modulating proteins (71). 

 Phylogenetic analysis of the US12 family has revealed some interesting details of their 

possible origin.  All US12 members separate onto their own evolutionary branch away from all 

other classified GPCRs and cellular signaling proteins.  Each US12 family member is more 

similar to its corresponding ortholog in other primate CMVs than it is to any other member within 

the same virus species e.g., US17 in HCMV is more related to the chimpanzee US17 ortholog 

than it is to either US16 or US15 in HCMV, this indicates that the initial divergence of the US12 

family occurred before the evolutionary split of rhesus monkeys and hominids.  HCMV US21 

shares the highest level of similarity with the eukaryotic protein LFG (TMBIM2) indicating that it 

is probably the prototypic gene that was originally captured (71)(Fig. 3).  

 Several studies observed cell specific phenotypes using recombinant viruses deleted for 

various US12 family proteins shedding light on the biological roles they may be playing during 

infection.  Deletion of US13 from the laboratory HCMV strain Towne augmented viral growth 

specifically in fibroblasts by 2-logs while growth in either retinal pigmented epithelial (RPE) cells 
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or human microvascular endothelial (HMVEC) cells was unaffected (72).  Deletion of US16 or 

US19 enhanced viral titers in HMVEC but not in RPE or HFF indicating that at least under 

certain circumstances US12 family members can act as temperance factors which slow the 

process of viral replication (73).  A similar study carried out by Yu. et Al. using the laboratory 

strain AD169 showed no growth differences in HFF when any of the ten US12 family members 

were deleted from the laboratory strain AD169 indicating that US12 family phenotypes can be 

strain and cell type specific (58).  When US18 was deleted from the Towne strain the virus failed 

to grow entirely in a cultured gingival tissue model but grew to parental titer in HFF (74).  

Interestingly, this virus failed to express all classes of viral genes in the gingival tissue, including 

IE genes, indicating a defect in the ability of the virus to bind or enter host cells and initiate 

infection.   

Phenotypes associated with US12 family members can vary from one HCMV strain 

another.  When US16 was deleted from the clinical isolate TR this virus failed to grow in 

HMVEC, a phenotype completely opposite to the one noted above when US16 was deleted 

from the Towne genome (75).  This defect in growth was similar as to what was noted for US18 

in primary gingival tissue in that the virus failed to express all classes of viral genes in 

endothelial cells while growing with wild type kinetics in HFF.  Attachment to the plasma 

membrane of endothelial or epithelial cells was not altered by ΔUS16 but the mutant failed to 

translocate the tegument protein pp65 or viral DNA to the nuclei after infection indicating that 

the virus was defective for a step in the viral life cycle prior to immediate early gene expression.  

The underlying theme from these two studies is that deletion of US16 or US18 had the effect of 

modulating virion composition in such a way that these viruses grew normally in HFF but were 

unable to enter into and replicate various other cell types.  
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Consistent with this, HCMV displays broad cellular tropism (fibroblasts, endothelial cells, 

epithelial cells, monocytes/macrophage) and has adapted numerous strategies to enter into and 

replicate in various cell types.  For instance, HCMV entry into endothelial and epithelial cells is 

mediated by the glycoprotein complex UL128-131/gH/gL and occurs through low pH 

endocytosis (7,76); on the other hand entry into fibroblasts is mediated by another distinct 

glycoprotein complex gH/gL/gO and occurs by direct, pH independent, fusion at the plasma 

membrane (8,77).  Changes in levels of one set of glycoproteins can shift virus tropism from 

fibroblasts to endothelial/epithelial cells or vice versa while leaving tropism for the opposite cell 

type unaffected or even enhanced.   

Condition specific phenotypes have also been observed following modulation of levels of 

tegument proteins in mature virions.  A virus deleted for the tegument protein pp65 (pUL83) was 

highly attenuated for growth in human fibroblasts at low multiplicities of infection (MOI), but grew 

with wild type kinetics at high MOI (78).  Further, pp65 is essential at all MOIs for growth in 

human macrophages and its deletion altered virion levels of the tegument proteins pUL25, 

pUL69, and pUL97 (79).  Thus, changes in virion composition brought about by mutations to 

US12 family members could have marked and varied effects that are dependent on a 

combination of cell type and infection conditions. 

The US12 family, relation to the TMBIM family of ER stress proteins.  As mentioned 

above, US12 family members share sequence similarity with the trans-membrane bax inhibitor-

1 (TMBIM) family of conserved eukaryotic anti-apoptotic seven transmembrane proteins (71).  

These proteins localize to membranes of various cellular organelles and are thought to act as 

rheostats that modulate apoptotic signaling, ER stress, and the unfolded protein response (80).  

ER stress is a process that is initiated by any number of cellular stressors, including viral 

infections, which cause a disruption to cellular homeostasis.  The unfolded protein response is a 
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type of ER stress which results from an accumulation of unfolded proteins in the endoplasmic 

reticulum, in the case of HCMV, UPR results from the large amounts of viral glycoproteins 

produced during infection that must be correctly folded and transported through the secretory 

apparatus of the cell.  Several members of the TMBIM family have been shown to influence 

intracellular calcium levels acting as pH dependent calcium channels allowing calcium to leak 

from the endoplasmic reticulum to the cytoplasm (81-85).  Bax inhibitor-1 (BI-1 / TMBIM6) 

function as a negative regulator of the IRE1α branch of the UPR and over expression of BI-1 

inhibits splicing of the ER stress associated transcription factor, XBP-1 that is directly processed 

and activated by IRE1α (86,87).  BI-1 has also been shown to interact with both the anti-

apoptotic protein BCL-2, and IP3 receptors in the ER (88,89).  This interaction with IP3Rs links 

BI-1 with autophagic pathways and BI-1 deficient cells showed a lower resting rate of 

autophagic processes, however, BI-1s role in autophagy was shown to be independent of its 

cytoprotective functions indicating that it has multiple biological roles (90). 

  Another TMBIM member, human Golgi associated anti-apoptotic protein (hGAAP / 

TMBIM4), also influences ER Ca2+ levels and functions as a regulator of cell adhesion and 

motility (91).  Interestingly, poxviruses, specifically camelpox virus and vaccinia virus, have been 

shown to encode orthologs of TMBIM like proteins.  Termed viral Golgi-associated anti-

apoptotic proteins (vGAAP) these proteins localize to the Golgi of infected cells, and are non-

essential for virus growth in cell culture.  Knockdown of vGAAP proteins caused an increase in 

lethality in a mouse model indicating that they serve as temperance factors limiting the 

replication or dissemination of virus in the host (92).  Similar to hGAAP, vGAAP has been 

shown to modulate levels of calcium in the ER (93).  

Clearly, TMBIM proteins have a diverse array of important functions in cell biology.  

HCMV is known to extensively modulate many of the pathways discussed above and it is 
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possible that the capture and divergence of the US12 family helps to facilitate this signaling by 

serving as a virally controlled TMBIM like family of proteins similar to what was observed in 

Poxviruses.  Further, the pathways affected by TMBIM family members, i.e. ER stress and 

apoptosis, have been implicated as important in the processes of HCMV virion maturation and 

assembly.  Therefore, it is highly possible that US12 family members serve as TMBIM orthologs 

influencing virion assembly by modulating signaling pathways important in the construction of 

mature virions.   

Virion assembly and the cytoplasmic viral assembly complex (cVAC).  At least 70 

proteins have been detected in purified HCMV virion preparations (94,95) and the process of 

HCMV virion maturation is presently not well understood.  Relying on both viral and cellular 

factors, cytoplasmic virion maturation is thought to occur in the cVAC, a virally induced 

rearrangement of the host cell secretory apparatus consisting of ordered, concentric, rings of 

various secretory organelles.  Specifically, it consists of a region of endoplasmic reticulum at the 

outer edge. Just inside the ER is an interlaced ring or basket like structure consisting of 

membranes derived from both Golgi and trans-Golgi compartments, and a central region which 

contains a collection of condensed EEA1 positive early endosomes as well as a microtubule 

organizing center (MTOC) (96,97) (Fig. 4).  The cVAC is formed from 72 to 96 hpi and 

corresponds with production of high levels of infectious virus and is thought to be the site of final 

tegumentation and secondary envelopment of maturating virions.   

 Many viral proteins, chiefly tegument and glycoproteins, converge in the cVAC during 

the late stages of HCMV infection.  In fact, the cVAC was first described as a confluence of the 

viral tegument proteins pp28 (pUL99), pp150 (pUL32), pp65 (pUL83), the viral glycoproteins 

gB(pUL55), gH(pUL75), and gp65 (97,98).  Since then, many other viral proteins have been 

shown to localize to this region including glycoproteins gO, gM, and gN, as well as the tegument 
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protein UL48 (99-101).  While the exact function of the cVAC has not been elucidated it is clear 

that this structure serves as the major congregation point for many HCMV structural proteins.  

Particle types produced during HCMV infection.  HCMV has been shown to produce 

several different types of particles during infection that are able to be separated by various 

density gradient centrifugation techniques.  The most well characterized of these is the virion 

with a diameter of ~250 nm consisting of the above mentioned conserved herpesvirus structure 

of encapsidated genome, tegument layer, and lipid envelope.  Interestingly, HCMV seems to 

produce a very high particle to pfu ratio (i.e., the ratio of infectious units measured by plaque 

assay to the number of particles counted by electron microscopy) producing several hundred to 

several thousand non-infectious virions for every one infectious (102).  These non-infectious 

particles are difficult to isolate and study and thus the definition of exactly which structural 

components are necessary to initiate a productive infection remains unclear.   

HCMV also produces a particle, termed dense bodies, which are both 2 – 4 times larger 

and more dense than infectious virons.  Dense bodies are composed mainly of viral tegument 

proteins with ~60% of their mass being made up of the tegument protein pp65.  They possess a 

lipid envelope similar to infectious virions but which differs in both the abundances and types of 

incorporated glycoproteins (95).  Dense bodies are able to enter into host cells independently of 

infectious virions and can deliver immunomodulatory proteins, possibly serving as “bait” 

particles that can elicit an immune response and thus draw host defenses away from the site of 

the actual infection (103). A third type of particle termed the non-infectious enveloped particles 

(NIEP) has also been isolated from HCMV infected cells (104).  NIEP’s are essentially a 

genome-less capsid (B-capsid) that has undergone the process of secondary envelopment.  

Little is known about the possible functions of NIEPs although their lack of intact genomes most 

certainly renders them unable to start a productive infection. 
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 Even though virions, dense bodies, and NIEPs are composed of essentially the same 

viral proteins the pathways involved in maturation of these particles differ in key areas.  When 

viral DNA encapsidation was inhibited virions accumulated in the nucleus of infected cells but 

did not transit to the cytoplasm, nor were they secreted from the cell.  Dense body assembly 

remained unaltered even in the absence of DNA encapsidation and appears to rely solely on 

cytoplasmic factors such as tegument protein levels (105).  The viral protein UL103 was 

subsequently shown to be important for egress of virions, dense bodies and NIEPs indicating 

that while maturation pathways differ between the particle types, a common pathway is shared 

for particle egress (105). 

Cellular pathways involved in virion assembly.  Cellular proteins and pathways play 

a major role in both the formation of the cVAC and production of mature virions.  Specifically, 

those involved in ER stress and the unfolded protein response (UPR) are particularly important.  

HCMV both induces and controls the three major branches of the unfolded protein response, 

PKR like ER kinase (PERK), activating transcription factor 6 (ATF6), and inositol requiring 

enzyme (IRE1α), activating certain aspects while inhibiting others.  Various groups have shown 

that control of UPR pathways by HCMV is essential for both proper virion assembly and 

maturation.  For instance, activation of PERK generally results in protein translation attenuation 

by way of phosphorylation of eIF2a.  Although HCMV infection results in an increase in PERK 

phosphorylation and phospho- eIF2a, translation is not attenuated (106).  Additionally, HCMV 

infection induces IRE1α phosphorylation and splicing of the down-stream transcription factor 

XBP1, but inhibits the production of XBP1 associated UPR related gene products important for 

ER associated protein degradation (106).  Consistent with this, chemicals that specifically cause 

ER stress, such as thapsigargin, reduce the levels of infectious virus produced by inhibiting the 

final steps of virion maturation and secondary envelopment (107).  Thapsigargin inhibits the ER 

Ca2+ ATPase, SERCA, thus increasing cytosolic levels of Ca2+ causing ER stress and eventually 
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apoptosis.  It is not clear why the rise in cytosolic Ca2+ caused by thapsigargin treatment 

renders HCMV infected cells unable to produce progeny virions.  The cells do not undergo 

apoptosis, as the viral protein pUL38 blocks thapsigargin inhibits apoptosis (108), but are 

specifically inhibited for steps in secondary envelopment.  Together, these data suggest that 

HCMV modulates ER stress pathways in a complicated fashion inducing certain aspects while 

blunting others.  These pathways must be regulated in a precise fashion as slight perturbations 

can have negative impacts on viral replication. 

HCMV also specifically regulates levels of another important ER stress protein HSPA5 

(AKA GRP78 or BIP).  BIP is normally found in the ER where it forms a complex with other 

chaperones that acts to correctly fold proteins (109).  HCMV increases BIP expression from 24 

to 72 hpi but reduces levels at 96 hpi (110).  When BIP was depleted during infection HCMV 

capsids could exit the nucleus but failed to migrate to the cVAC for final tegumentation and 

envelopment (111).  Subsequently, BIP was found to localize to both the ER and to the cVAC 

during HCMV infection and abrogation of BIP expression during infection disrupted the structure 

of the cVAC causing the mislocalization of viral tegument proteins and glycoproteins (112).  

Thus it is evident that HCMV specifically controls expression of certain UPR and ER stress 

proteins to facilitate proper virion assembly and replication.  

This work.  Interestingly, ER stress and UPR pathways which are important for virion 

maturation and egress are the same pathways modulated by the TMBIM family of proteins 

which share homology with the US12 family.  This link has not been explored and the US12 

family remains an understudied, but potentially important aspect of HCMV biology.  Cell specific 

phenotypes have been observed with US12 family mutants.  However, definitive functionality 

has not been ascribed to any member.  Constituting ~4% of the entire genetic content of HCMV 

(~9 kbp), the US12 family is highly conserved with all strains of HCMV thus far sequenced 
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containing the full complement of ten proteins.  Additionally, they are 95-99% conserved at both 

the nucleotide and amino acid level in laboratory strains of HCMV, such as Towne and AD169 

which have lost large sections of their genomes due to serial passage in fibroblasts, and low 

passage clinical isolates such as TB40e and FIX (51).  This high level of conservation under all 

growth conditions and across multiple strains of HCMV indicates that members of the US12 

family serve fundamentally important roles during infection.  Retention of these proteins appears 

to provide an advantage under both cell culture conditions and during infection in a host where 

an active immune system places additional pressure on the virus.  Thus, the study of US12 

family members is paramount to a complete understanding of HCMV-host cell interaction.  The 

following body of work sheds light particularly on one member, US17, and its role in both viral 

assembly and host cell immunobiology.  

To further elucidate biological roles of US12 family members we have conducted 

microarray transcriptional profiling of cells infected with a recombinant HCMV deleted for US17 

(ΔUS17).  In comparison to parental virus, ΔUS17 elicited a much weaker innate and interferon 

response from the host cell at very early times after infection (12 hpi) producing lower levels of 

transcripts of pro-inflammatory chemokines and cytokines as well as those involved in type I 

interferon responses.  This blunting of the immune response happened in the absence of US17 

expression and was opposite what was seen during infection with a recombinant virus deleted 

for the immunomodulatory tegument protein pp65 (pUL83) (113,114).  This led to the hypothesis 

that virions produced by ΔUS17 differed from those produced by the parental virus.  Although 

ΔUS17 produced equal numbers of infectious particles in fibroblasts compared to its parent, at 

equal multiplicities of infection, it produced >3-fold more non-infectious viral particles, and 

delivered increased amounts of pp65 to newly infected cells.  Relative to its parent, at later time 

points (96 hpi) ΔUS17 infected cells displayed aberrant expression of several host ER stress 

response genes and chaperones, some of which are important in the final stages of virion 
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assembly and egress.  Our results suggest that US17 modulates host pathways to enable 

production of virions that elicit an appropriately balanced host immune response. 
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Figure 1.  Genome map of HCMV strain Merlin. Open reading frames are depicted as colored 
boxes.  Similarity colored ORFs are gene families.   

Used with permission, from Dolan et al. Journal of General Virology (2004), 85, 1301–1312  
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Figure 2.  Predicted structure of US12 family proteins.   

Used with permission, from Lesniewski et al.  Virology (2006), 354, 286 - 298  
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Figure 3.  Duplication and divergence of the US12 gene family.   

Used with permission, from Lesniewski et al.  Virology (2006), 354, 286 - 
298  
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Figure 4.  The HCMV cVAC and proposed path of virion egress.   Schematic showing the 
cyto-architecture remodeling induced by HCMV.  N indicates the nucleus with a characteristic 
reniform shape seen in HCMV infected cells. Multicolored shapes show vesicles of various 
organelles that rearrange to form the cVAC.  The dashed line indicates the cut along the bias 
that is shown in the bottom projection.  The arrows indicate the proposed path of virion egress 
from the interior of the nucleus through the cVAC to the central early endosome rich region. 

Used with permission, from Das S. et al.  J. Virol. (2007), 81(21), 11861-9  

N 
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Chapter Two  
 
Cellular transcriptional profiling of ΔUS17 infected fibroblasts 

Introduction.   

The multi-protein nature of the US12 family has made study of individual members 

difficult.  It is unknown whether members can functionally complement each other thereby 

mitigating discernible phenotypes when any particular member is deleted or mutated.  Potential 

complementation, coupled with the dispensability of US12 family members for growth in the 

most commonly used cell culture models of HCMV has greatly hampered study of the US12 

family.  Currently, there are no functions ascribed to any of the US12 family members and these 

proteins remain an untapped and potentially important area of study. 

To further address the biological importance of US12 family members we have 

performed cellular transcriptional analysis of cells infected with a recombinant HCMV deleted for 

one member, US17.  We previously found that US17 is expressed with late gene kinetics, and 

localizes to the nucleus of infected fibroblasts beginning at 72 hpi.  When imaged by 

immunofluorescence microscopy using a polyclonal antibody directed against a C-terminal 

epitope, interestingly, there was little co-localization between the N and C termini of US17 when 

both were imaged simultaneously.  Immunoblotting with the polyclonal antibody revealed that 

two distinct species of US17 were present in infected cells, an ~80 kDa species and a smaller 

~10 kDa species indicating that US17 is expressed in a segmented fashion (70).  The biological 

implications of this segmentation have not been elucidated and no biological function has been 

ascribed to US17.  

Analyzing cellular pathways perturbed by deletion of US17 is an effective way to glean 

information about what roles it may be playing during infection.  However, the limited information 
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available regarding the cellular roles of US12 family members makes generation of any specific 

hypothesis, as to which genes they may be affecting, difficult.  Therefore we have opted to take 

an unbiased approach to transcriptional profiling.  

 Here we present data from an Illumina HT-12 v4 bead array from cells infected with 

ΔUS17 and the laboratory strain of HCMV from which the deletion mutant was derived, AD169.  

The HT-12 v4 is similar to a traditional microarray in that it measures expression levels of 

mRNA transcripts from a sample of isolated whole cellular RNA.  However, several benefits are 

conferred by the platform over other methods of whole transcriptome analysis.  The HT-12 v4 

beadarray consists of 47,232 individual probes that give specific expression information for 

39,809 coding sequences with well-defined or provisional annotations in the NCBI database as 

well as 3,961 non-coding sequences.  This high number of probes provides excellent coverage 

and gives gene expression information for essentially every known annotated human transcript 

allowing for robust downstream analysis of biological pathways affected by ΔUS17.  Thus we 

generated comprehensive cellular transcription profiles that have allowed us to elucidate a 

potential role for US17 even in the absence of a differential growth phenotype.  
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Materials and methods 

Cell culture, preparation of virus stocks, and virus purification.  All experiments in 

this study used normal human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF).  All cells were used between 

passages 10 and 15.  Cells were cultured in DMEM (Hyclone/Thermo-Fischer, Waltham, MA ) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 1% Glutamax (Life 

Technologies Grand, Island, NY), and 1% minimal non-essential amino acids.  HCMV strain 

AD169 (ATCC), the AD169 BAC pAD/Cre parental (provided courtesy of Dr. Dong Yu), and the 

US17 deletion virus (ΔUS17) were cultured by inoculating confluent HFF monolayers at an MOI 

of 0.001.  Infected cells and supernatants were harvested 14 dpi and virus titers were 

determined by plaque assay on confluent HFF monolayers.  For all experiments, low passage 

HFF were seeded onto 35 mm dishes 72 hr pre-infection at 3x104 cells/cm2.  Where applicable, 

virions were concentrated by centrifugation of clarified supernatants through a 20% sorbitol 

cushion at 60,000 x g for 1 h in a Beckman SW 41 Ti rotor.  Subsequent purification of virions 

was carried out by centrifuging concentrated virus through a 10-50% linear Nycodenz gradient 

for 2 h at 110,000 x g in a Beckman SW 41 Ti rotor (95). 

 Recombinant viruses.  A virus deleted for the entire US17 open reading frame was 

constructed using a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) system (115).  In short, E. coli (strain 

EL250) which harbors a temperature inducible lambda pro-phage RED recombinase for 

homologous linear recombination and an additional arabinose inducible FRT recombinase was 

transformed with a BAC of HCMV strain AD169 pAD/Cre DH18 (provided courtesy of Dr. 

Thomas Shenk), which is a full length BAC clone of HCMV strain AD169 that harbors a 

transposon insertion cassette that disrupts the US17 open reading frame (58). 

 An insertion cassette was created by PCR amplification using a set of primers(forward: 

ATCGCCACCGCCGTCgaagttcctattctctagaaagtataggaacttcAGACGTCAGGTGGCACTTTT; 
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reverse:AACGACGAGTTTTTCCGgaagttcctatactttctagagaataggaacttcAGCTCTTGATCCGGCA

AAC) consisting of a 5’ portion encoding for 15-17 bp of DNA directly flanking the US17 open 

reading frame upstream of the start codon or downstream of the stop codon (capital letters), an 

inner portion encoding a FLP recombinase site (lower case letters), and 20 bp at their 3’ ends 

complementary to the ampicillin resistance gene of plasmid pPur (underlined) (Clontech, 

Mountain View, CA).  A second round of amplification used the product of the first reaction as 

template and a set of primers consisting of 50 bases flanking the US17 open reading frame 

(upstream primer: 

ACACTCTATAAACGGTTTCTCATACGCGCCTTTTGATCGCCACCGCCGTC; downstream 

primer: TTGGTGGAGACGGCCGGCGCGGCGGGTGGGGGAAACGACGAGTTTTTCCG).  The 

resulting cassette thus consisted of an inner core ampicillin resistance gene flanked by two FLP 

recombinase sites with 50 bp of US17 ORF flanking DNA to facilitate linear recombination. 

 BAC-containing E. coli was shifted to 42°C for 15 min to activate the RED recombinase, 

and then transformed with 300 ng of gel purified PCR product.  Recombinants were selected on 

LB agar plates containing 25 μg/ml ampicillin, and insertion of the cassette was confirmed by 

HCMV genome restriction digestion with Hind III, and PCR from both within and outside the 

US17 ORF.  To remove the cassette and generate the final in frame deletion mutant, an 

overnight culture of the previously described E. coli carrying the HCMV BAC and ampicillin 

resistance gene cassette in place of the US17 ORF was subcultured 1/50 in fresh LB media and 

incubated at 32°C until the culture reached OD600 = 0.5.  Sterile arabinose was added to a final 

concentration of 0.1% and the culture was incubated at 32°C for an additional hour to activate 

the FLP recombinase.  Serial dilutions were plated on non-selective media, colonies were 

picked and screened for sensitivity to ampicillin, and the deletion was verified by Hind III 

digestion.  US17 mutants were further verified by PCR from both within and across the US17 
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open frame to confirm the absence of the ORF.  The resulting mutant was deleted for the US17 

ORF leaving only a 34 bp FLP scar.  

 To construct the US17 repair virus with a C-terminal V5 epitope tag, a scar less GalK 

recombineering system was used (116).  The US17 sequence from the AD169 genome was 

PCR amplified using a set of primers that added the V5 epitope tag to the C-terminal end 

(Forward primer: TGTGGATCCATGTCTCCGAACTCA, Reverse primer 

TTCTCGAGTTACGTAGAATCGAGACCGAGGAGAGGGTTAGGGATAGGCTTACCCGCCATG

GTTCGCGTGAG  Bold text represents start or stop codons, underlined text represents the V5 

epitope sequence.)  The amplimer was cloned as a BamHI / XhoI fragment into the PCDNA3.1 

vector (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY).  Next, a GalK Kanamycin resistance cassette 

containing 50 bp of up-stream and down-stream homologous US17 sequence was PCR 

amplified from the plasmid C255 (117) (provided courtesy of Dr. Dong Yu) (Forward primer: 

TTGGTGGAGACGGCCGGCGCGGCGGGTGGGGGAAACGACGAGTTTTTCCGCCTGTTGA

CAATTAATCATCG, reverse primer: 

ACACTCTATAAACGGTTTCTCATACGCGCCTTTTGATCGCCACCGCCGTCCTCAGCAAAA

GTTCGATTTA. Bold text represents homologous AD169 sequence; non-bold text represents 

the GalK/Kanr binding sequence.)  This sequence was recombined into the ΔUS17 locus using 

RED mediated recombination as described for the deletion mutant.  Finally, the GalK/Kanr was 

removed and replaced with the US17 C-terminal V5 sequence by constructing an amplimer 

consisting of the US17-cV5 sequence with 50 bp of homologous US17sequence at either end 

(Forward primer: 

TTGGTGGAGACGGCCGGCGCGGCGGGTGGGGGAAACGACGAGTTTTTCCGTTACGTAG

AATCGAGACCGAGGA, reverse primer: 

ACACTCTATAAACGGTTTCTCATACGCGCCTTTTGATCGCCACCGCCGTCATGTCTCCGA

ACTCAGAGGCCAC).   
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 Protein analysis: immunoblotting and silver staining. At the indicated time points, 

infected cell monolayers (MOI = 3.0) were washed once with ice cold PBS and lysed in RIPA 

buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 1% Noniodet P40, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 

0.1% SDS, 1x protease inhibitors (Roche, Indianapolis, IN)).  After incubation for 5 min on ice, 

lysates were clarified by centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 10 min at 4°C.  Protein concentrations 

were measured by BCA assay (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA); equal amounts of total protein 

from each lysate, or protein from gradient purified virus fractions were run on 10% 

polyacrylamide gels.  Silver staining of polyacrylamide gels was carried out using a Pierce silver 

stain kit (Thermo Scientific, Rockford, IL).  Immunoblots were transferred to 0.1 µm 

nitrocellulose membrane and then probed with antibodies against the following proteins: IE1 & 

IE2, pp28, gB (Virusys, Taneytown, MD), pp65 (Fitzgerald Industries, Acton, MA), gH (Santa 

Cruz Dallas, TX), and a polyclonal rabbit antibody against the C-terminus of UL48 (a gift from 

Dr. Wade Gibson).  Chemiluminescence was performed with Super Signal Pico West substrate 

(Thermo, Waltham, MA) following the manufacturer’s directions. 

Isolation of viral DNA or total cellular RNA for genome quantitation, microarrays, 

and qRT-PCR analysis.  To ensure accurate multiplicities of infection, one dish of cells was 

trypsinized and counted immediately prior to infection to gauge final cell density.  HFF (p12) 

were then infected with either AD169 or pAD/CRE(ΔUS17) (MOI = 6.0) for 12 or 96 hr.  After 

washing once with PBS, 1 ml of Trizol (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) reagent was added 

to each 35 mm dish.  RNA was separated by addition of 200 μl chloroform to each 1 ml Trizol 

sample followed by centrifugation at 12,000 x g for 15 min at 4°C.  The aqueous phase was 

transferred to a clean tube and RNA was precipitated by addition of 500 μl of 100% isopropyl 

alcohol followed by centrifugation at 12,000 x g for 15 min at 4°C.  The RNA pellet was washed 

twice in 70% ethanol and then resuspended in 50 μl of nuclease free deionized water.  DNase I 

treatment was conducted with 2 U of RNase free DNase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) 
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following the manufacturer’s directions.  RNA concentration was measured by UV spectroscopy 

(260 nm : 280 nm) using a NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo-Fisher, Waltham, MA).  

RNA quality was assessed on an Agilent Biolyzer (Agilent Technologies Santa Clara, CA); all 

samples had RIN values of 8 to 10.  RNA was then hybridized on Illumina HT-12 v4 human 

bead array chips.  RNA quality assessment, chip hybridization, and array reading were 

performed at the Wayne State University Advanced Genomics Technology Center. 

 cDNA for qRT-PCR analysis was generated from 1 µg of total isolated RNA using an 

iScript first strand cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).  Equal volumes of cDNA were 

analyzed for all viruses using a custom Taq-man array (Applied Biosystems/Life Technologies, 

Grand Island, NY) and the following pre-designed primer/probes sets: GAPDH 

(Hs02758991_g1), IFNB1 (Hs01077958-s1), ISG15 (Hs00192713_m1), CCL5 

(Hs00174575_m1), CXCL10 (Hs00171042_m1), IL6 (Hs00985639_m1), and TNFSF10 

(Hs00921974_m1).  An ABI 7500 fast thermocycler (Applied Biosystems/Life Technologies, 

Grand Island, NY) with the cycling protocol supplied with the custom array.  

 Isolation of viral genomic DNA from cell culture supernatants was carried out using a 

QIAamp MinElute Virus Spin Kit following the manufacture’s direction.  Supernatants were first 

clarified at 1000 rpm for 10 m and DNase treated with 2 U / 200 μl supernatant of DNase I(New 

England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) for 10 m.  Quantitation of viral genomes was done using a 

Syber-green based assay with primers specific for the HCMV UL83 ORF (forward primer: 

GCAGCCACGGGATCGTACT, reverse primer: GGCTTTTACCTCACACGAGCATT).  Data was 

collected on a Bio-Rad MyIQ real-time thermocycler (40 cycles, 95 ºC for 15 s and 60 ºC for 1 

min).   

Bioinformatic analysis.  Microarray analyses were performed using BRB-ArrayTools 

(v. 4.2.0 beta 2) developed by Dr. Richard Simon and the BRB-ArrayTools Development Team.  
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Differential gene expression analysis was conducted using the significance analysis of 

microarray (SAM) (118) option in BRB array using a false discovery rate of 0.001.  Lists of 

significantly differently expressed genes were generated for each mutant compared to AD169 at 

each respective time point and expression values for these genes were then analyzed for other 

pairwise comparisons (mutant vs. mock, AD169 vs. mock, etc.).  Gene ontology categorization 

of differentially expressed genes was carried out using Cytoscape v. 2.8.1 and the biological 

gene ontology plugin, BiNGO (119).  Gene ontology definitions and annotation files were 

downloaded from http://www.geneontology.org/ and dated 01/19/2012. Genes were grouped 

based on gene ontology biological function and only over-represented categories where 

P<0.0001 were considered relevant for this study. 
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Results 

Deletion of the US17 ORF does not significantly alter viral replication in primary 

fibroblasts.  A BAC mutant (ΔUS17) was constructed in which the entire US17 ORF was 

replaced with a 32 bp frt scar (Fig. 5).  This mutation did not alter the mapped polyA signal 

shared by US18, US19, and US20 (120), and we verified US18 expression by 

immunofluorescence with a previously described antibody (70).  The deletion is likely upstream 

of transcriptional signals for US16.  This mutation deletes the C-terminal 68 aminio acids of 

open reading frame cORF29 (RASCAL) (121).  Expression of this protein was verified in strains 

Towne and TB40e, but not AD169.  No evidence of RASCAL expression was found in a detailed 

translational analysis of cells infected with HCMV strain Merlin (53).  In this same analysis, one 

expressed ORF was identified that is expressed from an alternative translation initiation codon 

within the US17 ORF, and another that is internal to the US17 ORF but in the opposite 

orientation. We cannot discount the possibility that the ΔUS17 phenotypes trace at least in part 

to effects on US16 or other proteins expressed from the US17 locus. 

  The construct was verified by viral genome restriction digestion and sequencing of PCR 

amplimers that span a region from 100 bp upstream to 100 bp downstream of the US17 ORF.  

One-step and multi-step growth analysis of ΔUS17 was performed by infecting low passage 

HFF at MOI of 3.0 or 0.01.  Cell culture supernatants were sampled every 24 to 48 h and 

analyzed in triplicate by limiting dilution plaque assays.  From 24 to 96 hpi (high MOI, one-step) 

or 2 to 11 dpi (low MOI, multi-step) ΔUS17 grew to approximately the same titer as WT AD169, 

and the parental BAC pAD/Cre (Fig. 6, panels A and B). A repair virus was also created in 

which the US17 deletion was repaired by inserting the US17 sequence back into the mutant 

HCMV genome fused in frame with a c-terminal V5 epitope tag (Rev17v5).  This mutant had 

growth characteristics similar to the deletion mutant and the parental virus.  Immunoblotting for 
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various kinetic classes of viral proteins (Immediate early 1 and 2, and late proteins pp65 and 

pp28) over a 96 h time course (MOI = 3.0) revealed no difference in the expression of viral 

proteins between ΔUS17 and parental virus (Fig. 7).   

Microarray: Experiment rationale.  To further examine the biological role of US17 we 

performed cellular transcriptional profiling of cells infected with ΔUS17 or HCMV strain AD169.  

We designed the beadarray experiment to encompass both early (12 hpi) and late events (96 

hpi) in the HCMV replication cycle.  Analyzing cellular transcripts perturbed by ΔUS17 at these 

time points gave detailed information on how deletion of US17 affects biological pathways at 

different stages during HCMV replication.  The 12 hpi time point analyzed cellular events that 

happen before much de novo viral protein synthesis had taken place.  Importantly, this time 

point was before US17 production during infection.  Since others have noted that US12 family 

members influence virion assembly, we hypothesized that US17 may also be affecting virion 

structure.  Thus, the 12 hpi time point allowed us to discriminate events that are affected 

primarily by changes to virion composition/structure.  The late time point, 96 hpi, allowed for the 

identification of any pathways or genes that are directly influenced by US17 expression.  US17 

is produced maximally from 72 hpi to at least 120 hpi, thus, 96 hpi coincides with both US17 

expression and the development of the cytoplasmic viral assembly complex (cVAC) with the 

goal being to study genes directly influenced by US17 that might be important for virion 

assembly. Genes identified as differentially regulated in the absence of US17 (ΔUS17) at 96 hpi 

served as hypothesis generators for down-stream experiments to identify a molecular 

mechanism for US17 in human cytomegalovirus biology.  

Biological conditions for infection were chosen so as to maximize detection of even 

subtle changes to transcription caused by deletion of US17.  Cells in culture are generally 

asynchronous, i.e., they are all at different stages of the cell cycle.  This makes detection of 
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phenotypes difficult as cells at different points in the cell cycle have different basal states, i.e., 

energetic, metabolic, homeostatic, and therefore respond differently to infection.  To address 

this, cells for the microarray experiment were seeded 72 h pre-infection and allowed to grow to 

confluency.  This gave the cells enough time to come to metabolic equilibrium.  HCMV facilitates 

a G1/S block in cells that is necessary for initiation of infection (122).  Cells that are infected in S 

phase or M phase of the cell cycle must finish and return back to G0/G1 before infection can 

proceed (123). Synchronizing the cell population in a quiescent state (G0/G1) by growing to 

confluency ensured that almost every cell that is infected in our assay began the infection cycle 

at the same time.  The high MOI of 6.0 chosen for this experiment further ensured that every 

cell would become infected and minimized any “bystander” effect that could happen due to 

uninfected cells responding to chemokines or cytokines produced by neighboring infected cells. 

The beadarray is designed so that every probe is represented an average of 30 times 

per well.  These individual probes then get averaged together to give the final detection value 

i.e. expression level of the transcript.  Triplicate biological replicates were used, further 

amplifying the statistical power of the assay.  Together, the high number of technical replicates 

per well coupled with the biological replication meant that each transcript expression level was 

sampled an average of ~90 times per infection condition allowing for discrimination of even 

subtle changes in gene expression (~ 1.35-fold from control). 

 Downstream analysis / statistical modeling of the bead array data was done using a 

software package, BRB-ArrayTools, developed by the National Cancer Institute (NCI).  We have 

employed a variety of software features within BRB array tools that are specifically designed for 

differential expression analysis of microarray data.  Illumina beadarray data is directly 

importable into BRB-ArrayTools and can be analyzed using beadarray specific plugins e.g. lumi 

(124) meant to take full advantage of the unique features of the beadarray platform i.e., high 
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number of technical replicates per probe.  Once data was imported into BRB-ArrayTools, 

identification of differentially expressed genes was done using Significance Analysis of 

Microarrays (SAM), a powerful statistical algorithm specifically designed for use in differential 

gene expression analysis of microarray data (118).  An overview of the beadarray experiment 

and bioinformatics workflow is illustrated in Figure 8. 

Microarray experiment: Quality control.  Raw expression data for the 47,213 probes 

from the arrays was imported and collated into BRB-ArrayTools using a beadarray-optimized 

robust spline normalization (124).  A pre-filter was applied to eliminate probes that showed no 

signal differences (P < 0.001) across the full set of viruses, time points, and technical replicates; 

signal intensities of probes for 10,672 unique transcripts were then passed along for 

downstream analysis. 

 To assess consistency across replicate arrays, we used hierarchical clustering to 

construct a dendrogram of the unique probes identified above (centered correlation, average 

linkage) (Fig. 9).  Two major clades were apparent, one consisting of mock infected cells 

(collected at the 12 hpi time point) and the two viruses at 12 hpi, and a second consisting of the 

96 hpi samples for the two viruses.  The mock infected and 12 hpi specimens clustered 

separately from the 96 hpi specimens, and transcript profiles in all infections had no correlations 

with mock profiles, indicating greatly altered transcription profiles in cells infected with both 

ΔUS17 and AD169.  All sets of experimental triplicates clustered with themselves, indicating 

that replicate arrays were in high agreement with each other (correlations ≥ 0.80 except for 

ΔUS17 at 12 hpi, which had a correlation between the replicate arrays of 0.75).  At 96 hpi, 

mutant and AD169 profiles were highly correlated (> 0.90), indicating that most host transcripts 

were expressed at similar levels in infections with either virus.  The dendrogram illustrates that, 
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while, the transcript profile of ΔUS17 was highly similar to that of AD169 there were sufficient 

differences to classify them as distinct entities. 

 To analyze overall gene transcript profiles, scatterplots were constructed for both time 

points for all pairwise comparisons using the 10,672 probes that passed the filtering criteria (Fig. 

10, panels A and B); note that SAM-significant differentially expressed probes are indicated as 

either black or colored dots while non-SAM significant probes are indicated as light gray dots 

(described in detail below).  In comparison to mock infected cells, both viruses induced 

numerous changes to the transcription profiles at either time point.  At 12 hpi, both viruses 

modulated over 1,800 probes infected by ≥ 1.5-fold vs. mock (Fig. 10A).  At 96 hpi, changes to 

the transcriptional profiles were even more pronounced.  Both AD169 and ΔUS17 induced over 

3,000 probes by ≥ 1.5-fold vs. mock infected cells (Fig. 10B).  In contrast, there were relatively 

few transcriptional differences between ΔUS17 and AD169, correlating with the similarity noted 

on the Fig. 9 dendrogram and confirming that ΔUS17 modulated only a small percentage of 

transcripts relative to its parent.   

 Differential gene expression analysis in cells infected with AD169 vs. ΔUS17.  To 

analyze differentially expressed transcripts more robustly, we examined the specific differences 

in cellular transcript profiles between AD169 and ΔUS17 infections using significance analysis 

of microarrays (SAM) with a stringent false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.001.  SAM uses gene 

specific t-tests to compute an expected fold change for each transcript, dε(i).  It then uses 

permutations of the data and compares the observed fold change, d(i) to the expected 

foldchange.  A threshold is set by using a false discovery rate (FDR) which is the number of 

false positives that are statically likely in the data set.  If the observed fold change is larger than 

the threshold set for the expected fold change the gene is considered significantly differentially 

regulated.  Output plots of the SAM analysis are shown in Figure 11.  At 12 hpi, of the 10,672 
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probes that passed the filtering criteria, SAM indicated that only 278 were significantly 

differentially expressed between the two viruses (36 up- and 242 down-regulated); at 96 hpi,  97 

probes were differentially expressed (22 up- and 75 down-regulated) (Fig. 10C).     

To visualize the magnitude of the significant changes between AD169 and ΔUS17, SAM 

significant probes were plotted as black or colored dots in the Fig. 10 scatterplots.  At 12 hpi, a 

large number of SAM significant genes that were highly up-modulated in the AD169 vs. mock 

dataset were relatively attenuated in the ΔUS17 vs. mock dataset, thus resulting in the 

population of genes down-modulated in the ΔUS17 vs. AD169 comparison.  In contrast, at 96 

hpi, the genes that are down-modulated in the ΔUS17 vs. AD169 comparison are the product of 

an amplification of down-modulation that occurred in the AD169 infections.   

ΔUS17 modulates host innate and intrinsic immune responses early after 

infection.  The genes found by SAM analysis to be significantly differentially expressed 

between cells infected with AD169 and ΔUS17 were categorized using Cytoscape and the 

biological network gene ontology plugin (BiNGO).  BINGO searches for statistically over-

represented gene ontology categories among a set of genes and then maps those GO 

categories onto a visual network.  This allows for identification of clusters of gene ontology 

categories that, when used in conjunction with the gene ontology biological process hierarchy, 

highlights major biological themes of the input list of genes.  At 12 hpi, BiNGO was able to 

categorize 239/278 (86%) of the SAM-significant genes into 259 statistically enriched biological 

process gene ontology categories (P < 1x10-4).  Full lists of all gene ontology categories 

identified are summarized in Supplemental Table 2.   

To further categorize this list of gene ontology data we utilized the orthogonal layout 

option within Cytoscape, this minimizes edge (the lines that connect the individual category 

bubbles on the network) overlap between GO categories and has the effect of grouping highly 
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interconnected, and thus closely related, gene ontology categories next to each other.  A full 

visual network of all significantly enriched GO categories is illustrated in Figure 12.  Enrichment 

scores (ES) were calculated for several clusters of highly interconnected GO categories from 

the 12 hpi data set by calculating the inverse log of the geometric mean of the BiNGO 

calculated p-values for each GO categories within the cluster.  Higher enrichment scores denote 

a lower average p value for the cluster and indicate a higher degree of average statistical 

significance (Fig. 13A).  The most statistically significant clusters contained GO categories 

related to various aspects of innate and intrinsic immunity, especially, type I interferon anti-viral 

responses (41 categories, ES=14.6).  This cluster also contained the most significantly enriched 

category overall “response to virus” (P = 2.63x10-40) which contained 40/239 (17%) of the SAM-

significant genes differentially modulated at 12 hpi, genes in this category are associated with 

sensing and responding to viral infections and include many interferon stimulated genes.  Also 

noted were highly enriched clusters of GO categories related to regulation of various immune 

system processes such as leukocyte migration, production of type I interferon, regulation and 

production of cytokines, and regulation of Nf-κB (67 categories, ES=8.1), and apoptosis or 

regulation of apoptotic molecular function (32 categories ES=7.2).  Two less significant clusters 

of GO categories were also identified and contained GO categories related to blood vessel 

development and angiogenesis (13 categories, ES:6.0), and metabolism (32 categories, 

ES=5.7).  Together, genes involved in these five biological themes comprised 174 of the 239 

differentially expressed genes categorized by BiNGO at 12 hpi.  The other 65 genes that were 

SAM significant at 12 hpi, and that had gene ontology biological process information available, 

showed no relationship to anything in the gene ontology hierarchy that passed our threshold of 

significance and thus were not considered for further analysis. 

Venn diagrams were constructed to highlight relationships of the individual genes in 

each of the five major biological process themes identified above.  Of the 216 genes classified 
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by BiNGO, 131 of them fell under the three most significant biological themes of innate and 

intrinsic immunity, regulation of immune processes, and apoptosis (Fig. 13B).  Genes in these 

categories showed a large degree of overlap with each other with few unique genes in each 

theme, with the exception of innate and intrinsic immunity which had 44 genes that were not 

classified in any other category. We next compared the two less significant biological themes of 

metabolism and blood vessel development.  Again, transcripts in these categories were found to 

have a high degree of overlap with GO categories related to the more statistically significant 

immune response and apoptosis GO clusters (Fig. 13B).  Taken together, the high degree of 

overlap between the five identified themes indicates that the most significant of them, innate and 

intrinsic immunity, represents the major biological theme of the genes differentially expressed at 

12 hpi.  

 To put these results into the broader context of host immune responses during HCMV 

infection, we compared expression of the 131 innate and intrinsic immunity related SAM 

significant transcripts differentially regulated by ΔUS17 with that of mock infected cells and 

visualized them by overlaying the genes on the Figure 10 scatterplots.  The subset of 

immune/apoptosis related transcripts identified above was readily apparent, showing a high 

degree of up-modulation in the AD169 vs. Mock pair but a relative attenuation of up-modulation 

in the ΔUS17 vs. Mock pair wise comparison.  The net result was an overall down-modulation of 

these transcripts between ΔUS17 and AD169 (Fig. 10A gold dots).  Of the 131 innate and 

intrinsic immunity related transcripts, 123 were differentially down-modulated in this fashion by 

ΔUS17 compared to AD169, with 54 of those transcripts being ≥ 2-fold down-regulated.  Many 

of the most highly down-regulated genes encode either interferon stimulated genes or soluble 

factors, namely cc and cxc chemokines and cytokines.  These transcripts grouped into two 

highly significant gene ontology categories identified above; “Type I interferon mediated 

signaling” (p= 6.22 x 10-32, 21 probes) and “Inflammatory Response” (p= 3.27 x 10-7, 8 probes). 
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Expression levels of genes in these two categories are illustrated in Figure 14.  Complete lists of 

all SAM-significant genes at 12 hpi and 96 hpi, and transcripts common to both time points are 

provided in Supplementary Table 1.   

To further confirm the phenotype observed using the microarray, we employed a custom 

qRT-PCR array that targets six innate and intrinsic immune response transcripts that showed a 

high degree of down-modulation compared to AD169 at 12 hpi. We compared the parental virus 

pAD/cre, a BAC version of AD169 which contains no deletion of primary sequence but does 

contain a small 32 bp lox scar between the US28 and US29 ORFs, two independently derived 

ΔUS17 mutant viruses (ΔUS17 and 2ΔUS17), and a US17 deletion repair virus (US17cV5).  

The two independent ΔUS17 viruses showed the same down-modulation as was observed on 

the microarray (Fig.15). Additionally, the repair virus restored transcript expression to parental 

levels, indicating that deletion of the US17 locus had a specific effect on expression of immune 

genes.  Overall, these changes in gene expression at 12 hpi, a time that precedes de novo 

expression of most HCMV genes, suggest changes in the way ΔUS17 virions are sensed by the 

host cell. 

Gene ontology analysis at 96 hpi.  At 96 hpi, BiNGO categorized 86 of the 98 SAM 

significant genes into 76 significantly enriched GO biological process categories (P < 1x10-4).  

As evident in the scatterplots (Fig. 10 A and B), differences between ΔUS17 and AD169 were 

generally smaller than at 12 hpi.  Fourteen of the over-represented biological process categories 

related to type I interferon, cytokine, or various other aspects of immune responses and another 

five categories related to apoptosis (Supplementary Table 2).  Together, these categories 

contained 43 differentially regulated transcripts, 22 of which were identified by SAM analysis as 

being differentially expressed between AD169 and ΔUS17 at both 12 hpi and 96 hpi (Fig. 10C).  

Interestingly, for most of these genes, although the magnitude change relative to mock 
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decreased from 12 to 96 hpi, the directions of the transcriptional changes were consistent at 

both times, with ΔUS17 blunting induction of certain immune response transcripts 

(predominantly interferon responsive genes) while amplifying the suppression of other 

transcripts (predominantly genes involved in tissue development).  In sum, ΔUS17 produces 

pronounced changes to host immune transcripts at 12 hpi that persist to at least 96 hpi. 

 Several ER stress and unfolded protein response transcripts were differentially regulated 

at 96 hpi but not at 12 hpi.  This included a number of heat-shock 60 kDa (HSP60) proteins, as 

well as transcripts for proteins involved in ER stress and the ER associated degradation (ERAD) 

pathways.  Positive and negative effects were seen among transcripts associated with these 

genes (Fig. 14).  At least one of these genes (HSPA5 or Bip) is important for the biogenesis and 

function of the HCMV cytoplasmic virion assembly complex (cVAC) (110,125).  US17 shows its 

highest levels of expression from 96 to 120 hpi, thus, transcripts modulated by ΔUS17 at late 

times are probably a direct effect of the mutation rather than the indirect effects seen at 12 hpi. 
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Discussion 
 
 US17 indirectly modulates host innate and intrinsic immune responses.  As for 

other infectious agents, modulation of immune responses is a fundamentally important aspect of 

HCMV biology. The process of HCMV host cell immunomodulation begins at the very earliest 

stages of viral attachment to the cell and is highly dependent on the structural components of 

the virion, i.e., envelope glycoproteins such as gB and gH, and tegument proteins such as pp65 

(114,126-128)  reviewed in (9). We found that deletion of US17 had little impact on production of 

infectious viral particles in fibroblasts, but nevertheless exerted a tangible influence over viral 

replication.  ΔUS17 markedly blunted the host cell anti-viral response at a very early time point 

(12 h) after infection.  Many interferon stimulated transcripts and transcripts encoding for pro-

inflammatory chemokines and cytokines were down-modulated by 3- to 5-fold when compared 

to the parental virus.  These changes to immune sensing of the host cell at 12 hpi happened in 

the absence of US17 expression, thus we conclude that virions produced by ΔUS17 infected 

cells differ in their composition from those produced by parental virus.  

A role for US17 mediated manipulation of ER stress responses late in infection.  In 

contrast to the modulation of immune responses at 12 hpi, other effects were seen at 96 hpi, a 

time that corresponds with both high expression of US17 and the formation of the cVAC (96).  

Specifically, expression of some ER stress response and chaperone transcripts were 

significantly altered by ΔUS17.  By unknown mechanisms, HCMV modulates various pathways 

and genes involved in ER stress and the unfolded protein response (106,108). One such gene, 

HSPA5 (GRP78/BIP), which was up-regulated 1.6-fold by ΔUS17, is important for formation of 

the cVAC and production of infectious virions (110,112,125).  Several other important regulators 

of ER stress were also modulated, including DDIT3 (also known as CHOP) (2.11-fold increase) 

and CHAC1 (1.6-fold increase), both of which are known to promote apoptosis during the ER 

stress response (129-131).  Relative to mock-infected cells, ΔUS17 and its parent altered 
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regulation of most of these transcripts in opposite directions.  This is in sharp contrast to the 

sets of immune transcripts that at 12 hpi were modulated by ΔUS17 and its parent in the same 

direction relative to mock-infected cells.   

The modulation of gene expression by US17 at later stages of infection provides insights 

into a potential mechanism of action for US17 and offers cellular targets that could be studied in 

this context.  We note that US12 family members share sequence similarity with the trans-

membrane bax inhibitor-1 (TMBIM) family of conserved eukaryotic anti-apoptotic seven 

transmembrane proteins (71).  These proteins localize to membranes of various cellular 

organelles where they act as rheostats that modulate apoptotic and ER stress signaling by 

influencing cellular calcium levels (80-84).  Interestingly, over expression of Bax inhibitor-1, 

showed lower levels of expression of both BIP and CHOP in response to the ER stress inducers 

thapsigargin and tunicamycin (132).  This is directly opposite to the phenotypes observed here 

where deletion of US17 exhibited higher expression of both BIP and CHOP in response to 

HCMV infection.  Taken together, it is possible that US17 is a bax inhibitor-1 ortholog that 

shapes virion composition by modulating levels of ER stress response and apoptosis genes 

involved in regulation of protein folding, trafficking, and cVAC function. 
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Figure 5.  Schematic detailing recombinant viruses used in this study.  
Bacterial artificial chromosome recombineering was used to generate a virus 
deleted in frame for US17 leaving only a 32 bp FRT scar (ΔUS17).  The deletion 
mutant was repaired by insertion of the wild type US17 sequence in place of the 
FRT scar with an additional C-terminal V5 small epitope tag (Rev17cV5).  
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Figure 6.  Deletion of US17 does not significantly affect production of 

infectious virus in fibroblasts.  (A) Multistep (MOI=0.1) and (B) Single step 
(MOI=3.0) growth curves comparing production of infectious virus using the 
parental virus pAD/Cre, the US17 deletion mutant (ΔUS17), and the repair 
virus Rev.cV5.    
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Figure 7.  Deletion of US17 does not alter production of viral proteins.  
Immunoblot of cellular lysates from HFF infected with either pAD/Cre (P), 
ΔUS17 (Δ17) or the repair virus 17cV5 (V5) at MOI = 3.0 for 24 to 96 hpi. 
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Figure 8.  Beadarray experiment overview and bio-informatics workflow. 
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Figure 9. ΔUS17 alters small sets of host transcripts at both 12 and 96 hpi.  
Dendrograms showing the relationships of cellular transcript profiles generated 
by Illumina HT-12 beadarray analysis. Three biological replicates were analyzed 
for each virus and are as follows: AD = AD169, Δ17 = ΔUS17 and Mo = Mock 
infected.  Correlation scores closer to 1 denote a higher degree of similarity 
between two clades. 
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Figure 10. Transcripts modulated by ΔUS17 at 12 and 96 hpi found significant by SAM.  A and 
B: Pair-wise scatterplot analysis of the 10,672 probes that passed the initial pre-screen filter.  
Colored dots indicate SAM-significant differentially regulated gene sets between ΔUS17 and AD169 
(FDR = 0.001) as follows: Black: non-immune SAM significant genes, yellow: SAM significant innate 
and intrinsic immune related genes differentially expressed at 12 hpi, light blue: SAM significant 
innate and intrinsic immune related genes differentially expressed at 96 hpi.  Black lines represent 
≥1.5 fold change in either direction. C: Venn diagrams of total SAM significant transcripts and 
immune related SAM significant transcripts at 12 and 96 hpi. 
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Figure 11.  SAM plots of genes differentially regulated by ΔUS17 compared to AD169.  
The threshold, representing a FDR of 0.001 is the dashed red line.  Genes significantly up-
regulated by ΔUS17 vs. parental virus are shown as red dots while down-regulated genes 
are shown as green dots. 
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Figure 12. Cytoscape gene ontology maps of genes significantly regulated by ΔUS17 

compared to parental at 12 hpi.  Lists of SAM significant genes were imported into cytoscape 
using the BiNGO plugin.  Gene ontology biological process maps were generated using a p 
value cutoff of 0.0001.  Categories are color coded based on p value with black being the least 
significant and red representing the most significant.  Maps were organized using an orthogonal 
layout which clustered closely connected GO categories next to each other.  Colored boxes 
represent the five biological themes identified.   
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Figure 13. Gene ontology analysis of SAM significant transcripts. (B) Table outlining the five biological 
themes identified.  Listed are the numbers of individual gene ontology categories for each theme out of the 
259 total GO categories identified as statistically significant (P < 0.0001).  Also listed are numbers of SAM 
significant transcripts in each theme out of the 239 that could be categorized into a gene ontology biological 
process category.  The enrichment score denotes the average level of significance of all of the GO 
categories in a particular theme.  Higher enrichment scores indicate a more significant, mean log 
transformed p value for that theme. (A) Venn diagrams detailing numbers of differentially modulated SAM 
significant transcripts from the ΔUS17 vs. AD169 12 hpi comparison that grouped into the five most highly 
significant biological categories identified by BiNGO gene ontology biological process clustering. The left 
Venn diagram is a comparison of transcripts that grouped into either of the three most significant gene 
ontology themes of innate immunity and interferon production, regulation of immune response, or apoptosis.  
The right Venn diagram is a comparison of transcripts that grouped into either of the first three themes 
against the two minor identified gene ontology themes of blood vessel development and metabolism.  
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Figure 14. Transcript expression profiles for several GO categories highly significantly 
enriched at either 12 or 96.  12 hpi categories include “Type I interferon mediated 
signaling” (p = 6.22x10-32) which includes mainly anti-viral interferon stimulated 
transcripts and “Inflammatory response” (p = 3.27x10-7) comprised of mainly pro-
inflammatory cytokine and chemokine transcripts. At 96 hpi one GO category “Response 
to unfolded protein” is highlighted (p = 2.53x10-8).  Asterisks denote genes validated by 
Taqman qRT-PCR. 
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Figure 15. qRT-PCR verification of beadarray identified transcripts.  Low passage HFF were 
infected with either the parental BAC virus (pAD/Cre) , either of two independently generated 
ΔUS17 virus, or the US17 deletion repair virus (17cV5) for 12 h at moi = 3.0. Taqman qRT-PCR was 
performed with primers specific for six different genes that were highly differentially regulated by 
ΔUS17 at 12 hpi.  Shown are the averages of biological replicates, three for pAD/cre, two for 
ΔUS17, three for 2ΔUS17, and one for 17cV5.  Three technical replicates were performed 
for experiment.  Error bars indicating one standard deviation. 
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Chapter Three 

 Role of US12 family proteins in regulating virion assembly.   

Introduction 

 The HCMV virion has a highly complex structure.  Analysis of purified virion preparations 

has indicated that there may be as many as 70 different viral proteins incorporated to form a 

mature infectious virion (94,95).  We have previously shown, in chapter one of this work, that a 

recombinant HCMV deleted for one member of the US12 protein family, ΔUS17, elicited a 

blunted immune response from host cells at early times after infection (12 hpi).  This time was 

before US17 expression during infection, leading us to hypothesize that US17 may be 

influencing virion composition.   

The viral mediators of HCMV virion assembly are presently not well understood.  Various 

proteins in the US12 family, e.g. US16 and US18 (described previously), have been implicated 

in modulating virion protein structure (74,75).  These hypotheses have been driven largely by 

inferring changes to virion composition from observations of growth phenotypes using deletion 

mutants in various cell types.  To date, no groups have elucidated any particular functions 

associated with US12 family members nor have any specific changes to virion structure been 

shown in the absence of US12 family member expression.   

Thus, to directly study the effects of US17 on virion structure, we gradient purified virions 

from ΔUS17 infected cell culture supernatants to compare protein composition, infectivity, and 

levels of incorporated viral genomes to that of parental virions.  We discovered that ΔUS17 

virions differ from parental in a number of key ways.  First, ΔUS17 virions had reduced amounts 

of the viral glycoprotein, gH, incorporated into their structure.  Second, fibroblasts infected with 

ΔUS17 produced 3-fold more non-infectious genome-containing virions than parental virus.  
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Third, when inoculated at equal MOIs ΔUS17 virions delivered a 3-fold larger amount of the 

tegument protein pp65 compared to parental virions.     

US12 family members share some homology to the TMBIM family of eukaryotic ER 

stress and anti-apoptotic proteins (133).  The importance of ER stress pathways in virion 

maturation, assembly complex formation and function (described in the general introduction of 

this work), coupled with the sequence similarity of US12 family members to the TMBIM family of 

ER stress and UPR related proteins and indicates that US12 proteins may indeed be playing a 

role in modulating virion composition possibly by affecting pathways involved in protein folding 

or protein trafficking of viral tegument and glycoproteins from the ER to the cVAC.  
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Materials and methods 

Gradient purification of viral particles.  Supernatants were harvested 10 dpi from low 

passage (p 10) HFF infected at an MOI of 0.01 with the parental strain pAD/cre, ΔUS17, or the 

US17 deletion repair virus US17cV5.  Supernatants were clarified by centrifugation at 3,000 

RPM for 15 m.  Viral particles were subsequently concentrated by centrifugation through a 

cushion of 20% sorbitol in TN buffer (50 mMol Tris pH 7.4, 100 mMol NaCl) at 60,000 xg for 1 h 

using a Beckman SW 41 Ti rotor.  Virion pellets were re-suspended in a small volume of TNE 

(50 mMol Tris pH 7.4, 100 mMol NaCl, 10 mMol EDTA) and layered over a 10 – 50% linear 

Nycodenz gradient prepared in TNE (Axis-shield, Oslo, Norway).  Gradients were centrifuged at 

110,000 xg for 2 h in a Beckman SW 41 Ti rotor and subsequently top fractionated into 1 ml 

aliquots.  To dialyze each fraction into PBS, Ultrafiltration of concentrated virus was carried out 

with an Ambicon 10 kDa cutoff filter (EMD-millipore). Samples were first diluted with an 

additional 1 ml PBS and centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 30 – 45 m to concentrate to 100 µl.  An 

additional 2 ml of PBS was added and samples were centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for an additional 

30 – 45 minutes until a final volume of 100 µl was obtained.    

Immunofluorescent microscopy.  HFF were seeded 72 hours pre-infection onto 

gelatin coated 8 well chamber slides (Thermo Scientific, Rochester, NY) and infected at an MOI 

of 3.0 with the indicated virus.  2 hpi cells were fixed in 4% para-formaldehyde for 10 m at room 

temperature and quenched in 50 mm NH4Cl for 10 min.  Cells were permeabilized in a blocking 

buffer consisting of 10% normal goat serum, 5% glycine in PBS and 0.2% triton x-100.  Antibody 

staining was conducted using appropriately diluted primary anti-body against pp65 (Fitzgerald 

Industries Acton, MA) and Alexa-fluor 488 secondary antibody (Molecular Probes/Life 

Technologies Grand Island, NY).  Images were captured using a Nikon Eclipse e800 

microscope and total fluorescent signal was measured using Image J software.  Three random 
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images were taken for each of two biological experiments.  Images were background corrected 

by measuring the average fluorescent intensity of an area that contained no pp65 signal.  

Thresholds were set to measure only pp65 signal in the nucleus and the punctuate staining in 

the cytoplasm of each cell.  Total fluorescent intensity of the thresholded image was divided by 

the number of pp65 positive nuclei to obtain the final pp65 signal intensity value. 

.  
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 Results 

ΔUS17 induces changes in virion protein composition.  Changes in cellular gene 

expression at 12 hpi were unexpected (presented in Chapter 1 of this work), given that US17 is 

a late gene whose expression is dependent on viral DNA synthesis, and is not detectably 

expressed in infected cells until at least 48 hpi.  We hypothesized that changes in transcription 

of cellular interferon and innate immune genes at 12 hpi were the product of changes in virion 

protein composition caused by the absence of US17.  In order to directly analyze the protein 

composition of ΔUS17, parental, or the US17 deletion repair virus US17cV5 virions, we 

subjected infected cell-culture supernatants (MOI=0.01, 10 dpi) to density gradient 

centrifugation through a 10-50% linear Nycodenz gradient.  This separated viral particles based 

on buoyant density and allowed for discrimination of any physical differences in the particles 

produced by ΔUS17 compared to those produced by the parental virus.  Nycodenz offers a non-

ionic, non-osmotic alternative for gradient purification of viral particles.  Traditional linear 

gradients of sucrose or potassium tartrate rely on high concentrations of salt which inactivate 

many of the infectious particles thus making down-stream analysis difficult.  Further, Nycodenz 

gradients have been previously used to purify the various particle types from HCMV cell culture 

supernatants, e.g., NIEPs, dense bodies (95). 

Initial observations of the gradients revealed a thick milky-white band that concentrated 

between fractions 4 and 7 which presumably contained the majority of the viral particles (Fig. 

16).  The band was located at approximately the same location in gradients of the parental 

virus, ΔUS17, and the repair virus indicating that the particles produced by ΔUS17 were of a 

similar density to parental virions.  The gradients were top fractionated into 10-1 ml aliquots 

(indicated as red lines in Fig. 16) dialyzed into PBS using an Ambicon ultra-filtration unit with a 

10 kDa cutoff, and DNase treated to remove any non-encapsidated viral DNA.  To determine 
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the relative amount of viral DNA present in each fraction, viral genomes were extracted and 

subjected to qPCR using a set of primers specific for the HCMV UL83 ORF.  As expected, 

fractions 4 – 7 contained 92 – 98 % of the viral DNA in the entire gradient for each virus 

coinciding with the observed milky band.  Fraction 5 was especially enriched for viral genomes 

and contained approximately 70% of the genetic content of the entire gradient (Fig. 17).  

Fraction 5 showed similar levels of viral DNA for all three viruses in.  However, differences in 

amounts of viral genomes were detected in fractions 4, and 6.  ΔUS17 displayed a lower level of 

viral genomes present in fraction 4 while we observed lower levels of parental virus genomes in 

fraction 7.  Interpretation of these results is complicated and it is unclear if these differences are 

due to particles of different densities being produced by ΔUS17 or do to loss of material during 

the concentration, manual fractionation of the gradients, or ultrafiltration / dialysis.  Given this 

limitation we have preformed down-stream analysis using a variety of techniques, i.e., plaque 

assay and immunoblotting, which allowed us to normalize based on the numbers of particles 

present in each sample. 

To analyze levels of specific viral proteins we compared the protein profiles of gradient-

purified virions present in fraction 5 by silver staining and immunoblotting for three tegument 

proteins (pp65/pUL83, pp28/pUL99, and the large tegument protein/pUL48) as well as two virion 

surface glycoproteins (gB/pUL55, and gH/pUL75).  Differences in relative abundance were 

noted for several protein bands on the silver stain, indicating that virions produced by ΔUS17 

differ from those produced by the parental virus (Fig. 18A).  These changes were not 

attributable to an overall difference in the amount of protein loaded as the majority of the bands 

observed were relatively equal in abundance.  This indicates that virions produced by ΔUS17 

differ from the parental virus with respect to their protein composition.  Densitometric analysis of 

the immunblot revealed no gross changes for any of the tegument proteins, pp65, pp28, or 

pUL48.  However, there was a ~2.8 fold decrease in ΔUS17 virion levels of the envelope 
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glycoprotein, gH, while gB levels were unchanged (Fig. 18B).  Virions from the repair virus 

displayed levels of gH that were equal to parental indicating a specific effect of deletion of the 

US17 locus.  Glycoprotein H (gH) has a linear length of 742 amino acids and has a predicated 

size of ~75 kDa, thus, it is the right size to correspond with the ~75 kDa protein band that 

showed a reduced level in the silver stain (Fig. 18A middle arrow).  These changes to virion 

protein content indicate that although equal levels of infectious virions are produced, some 

aspects of virion assembly are altered in the absence of the US17 coding region.  Furthermore 

these changes to virion compositions elicited by deletion of the US17 locus are specific to what 

appears to be a small subset of viral proteins. 

ΔUS17 alters the genomes-to-pfu ratio of infected cells.  Having shown that growth 

curves in HFF of viruses deleted for the US17 coding region are indistinguishable from the 

parental virus (Fig. 6A and B), we hypothesized that virions produced by ΔUS17 differ from the 

parental virus with respect to the genomes-to-pfu ratio.  We first analyzed gradient fractions by 

plaque assay to measure the infectious titer of each virus.  We specifically focused on fraction 4 

through 7 because, as previously stated, these four fractions contained between 92 and 98% of 

the total genetic and infectious content of the gradients.  ΔUS17 contained lower levels of 

infectivity in fractions 4 and 5 (10-fold and 3-fold decreased respectively) but approximately 

equal levels compared to parental in fractions 6 and 7 (0.77 and 0.95 respectively).  In contrast, 

the C-terminal v5 repair virus contained approximately equal titers compared to the parental 

virus in fractions 4, 5, and 7 but had higher levels of infectivity in fraction 6 (Fig. 19A). 

 We analyzed the genetic content of each fraction using qPCR.  ΔUS17 contained 

relatively more DNase I protected genomes in fraction 5 – 7 even though the levels of infectivity 

were slightly lower than parental in 5 and 6 and equal in fraction 7 (Fig. 19B).  The repair virus 

Rev. 17cV5 also contained higher levels of genomes than parental in fractions 5 and 6 but, in 
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contrast to ΔUS17, this increase in genetic content corresponded to higher levels of infectious 

virus compared to the parental virus.  Taken together, when genome-to-pfu ratios were 

calculated, ΔUS17 displayed over a 3 : 1 ratio of non-infectious viral particles compared to 

parental in fractions 5, 6, and 7 (3.65, 3.55, and 4.12 to 1 respectively) while the repair virus had 

ratios that were almost equal to the parent virus (1.65, 1.49, and 2.37 to 1 respectively) (Fig. 

19C).  This indicates that ΔUS17 is producing more non-infectious genome-containing viral 

particles than either parental virus or the US17cV5 repair virus.  These virions cannot be 

accounted for by limiting dilution plaque assay but they are of a density that is similar to that of 

the bulk of the infectious particles produced as they localize to the same fraction on the 

gradient. 

The previous experiment used a low MOI and relatively long time course of infection.  

Thus to elucidate the time frame after infection when these non-infectious particles are 

produced we repeated the experiment at a high multiplicity of infection (MOI=3.0) and shorter 

time course of 24 to 96 h.  At 72 and 96 hpi, times when equal numbers of infectious virions 

were produced by both viruses (Fig. 20A), ΔUS17 produced 3.7- and 3.8-fold more genome-

containing viral particles (Fig. 20B).  To obtain the genomes-to-pfu ratio, fold changes in levels 

of DNase protected genomes were divided by fold changes in infectious titer between ΔUS17 

and pAD/Cre.  ΔUS17 produced 3.4 genome-containing non-infectious particles for every such 

particle produced by the parental virus at 72 hpi (p=0.001) and a similar increase at 96 hpi 

(3.3:1, p=0.0003) (Fig. 20C).  The repair virus had ratios similar to those of the parental virus 

(pAD/Cre). 

The elevated genomes-to-pfu ratio of ΔUS17 was consistent over multiple experiments 

using a variety of biological conditions, i.e., MOIs ranging from 0.001 to 6.0 with time courses 

ranging from 3 dpi to 14 dpi.  Although we did see changes in the numbers of infectious units 
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produced by ΔUS17 in the gradient purified fractions we attribute this to a loss of particles 

during the purification process.  We have generated multiple stocks of both pAD/Cre and 

ΔUS17, and have consistently detected higher genomes-to-pfu ratios for ΔUS17 while levels of 

infectious virus were always within 1- to 3-fold of parental.  Thus, ΔUS17 produces a larger 

quantity of non-infectious genome-containing particles while producing the same number of 

infectious particles as the parental virus. 

Effects of ΔUS17 altered virions on the initial stages of viral infection.  We studied 

the effects of this altered genomes-to-pfu ratio on the initial stages of viral infection, specifically, 

delivery of tegument proteins to infected cells.  We hypothesized that the increase in non-

infectious viral particles delivered by ΔU17 at a given multiplicity of infection would result in 

increased input levels of tegument proteins.  We focused on tegument protein pp65, as it is a 

major constituent of the virion structure and is delivered in sufficient quantities to infected cells 

to allow for visualization of input protein immediately after infection.  Also, pp65 directly down-

regulates expression of several interferon genes identified as being differentially regulated by 

ΔUS17 at 12 hpi.  Thus, if the excess of non-infectious viral particles produced by ΔUS17 could 

enter into and deliver higher levels of pp65 and other tegument proteins to infected cells this 

might explain the observed differences in immunomodulation by ΔUS17 at 12 hpi.  

To directly visualize the amounts of pp65 delivered during virion entry, we employed 

immunofluorescence microscopy on cells infected at MOI = 3 at 2 hpi, a time when little de novo 

viral protein production could have taken place.  In comparison with parental virus, ΔUS17 

displayed a 2.6-fold (p = 0.001) increase in the level of intracellular pp65 delivered to each cell 

infected with ΔUS17.  Localization of the pp65 signal was not altered in ΔU17 infected cells, 

with the majority of the signal residing in the nucleus and nucleoli, and small amounts of pp65 

remaining as punctuate staining in the cytoplasm.  Representative fluorescent images are 
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shown in Fig. 21A.  The quantitation shown in Fig. 21B is the mean fluorescent intensity from 

three random fields taken from each of two biological experiments.  The increase in pp65 

delivered to newly infected cells corresponds well with the ~3-fold increase in non-infectious 

viral particles produced by ΔUS17 observed via qPCR. 
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 Discussion.  We previously demonstrated that fibroblasts infected with ΔUS17 

produced virions elicited a blunted immune response from host cells at early times after 

infection (12 hpi) in comparison to virions of the parental virus.  This phenotype was in direct 

contrast to other studies using recombinant HCMV deleted for the immunomodulatory tegument 

protein pp65, which elicited a vastly increased interferon response from host cells (113,114).  

We further observed that cells infected with ΔUS17 produced 3-fold more genome-containing 

non-infectious viral particles compared to the parental virus.  When cells were infected at equal 

multiplicities of infection the larger number of non-infectious particles entered host cells and 

delivered larger amounts of the immunomodulatory tegument protein pp65.  The additional pp65 

and possibly other tegument proteins delivered by the excess of non-infectious viral particles 

produced by ΔUS17 likely explain the observed blunting of the host interferon response. 

HCMV virion composition and genomes-to-pfu ratios.  HCMV has a high particle-to-

pfu ratio, producing several hundred to several thousand non-infectious particles for every 

infectious particle (102).  A recombinant of strain AD169 deleted for US24 produced an equal 

number of genome containing particles, but showed a 20- to 30-fold reduction in infectivity and a 

~10-fold higher genome-to-pfu ratio (134).  Although no differences were seen in the limited 

amount of viral proteins assayed, the authors reasonably speculated that virion composition 

may have been altered in ΔUS24.  Here we showed that ΔUS17 modulates the genome-to-pfu 

ratio in a different manner.  This virus did not affect levels of infectious virus produced but 

produced larger numbers of genome-containing non-infectious particles (a net increase in total 

genome-containing particles).  In comparisons of ΔUS17 virions with its parent or the US17v5 

repair virus, levels of the virion glycoprotein gH were reduced and other differences in virion 

composition were noted by silver staining.  The exact molecular composition required for 

infectivity of HCMV virions is not known; the ideal is likely to differ depending on the target cell 

or tissue and other physiological conditions.  We are using mass spectroscopy to more precisely 
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define the molecular properties of ΔUS17 virions to further elucidate the relationship between 

virion composition and infectivity.  

 Glycoprotein H is part of the complex, gH/gL/gO, that is responsible for binding and entry 

into fibroblasts (135-137).  Although we did observed reduced levels of gH incorporated into 

ΔUS17 virions, adsorption of individual virions was not altered as evidenced by the delivery of 

pp65 to host nuclei shortly after infection.  Aside from their roles in virion entry, HCMV 

glycoproteins, especially gB and gH, elicit immune responses through induction of both nf-κB 

and Sp1 pathways shortly after binding to the host plasma membrane (128,138).  This induction 

of the immune response has been linked to creation of a favorable environment inside the cell, 

facilitating the early stages of HCMV replication by up-regulating expression of key cellular 

transactivators.  Therefore it is possible that the reduced levels of gH incorporated into ΔUS17 

virions was not drastic enough to hinder virion entry but did contribute to an overall lack of 

fitness for any particular virion thus increasing the numbers of seemingly non-infectious virions 

during infection at high dilutions, i.e., limiting dilution plaque assay. 
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Figure 16.  Linear Nycodenz gradients of infected cell culture 

supernatants.  HFF were infected with either the parental virus (pAD/Cre), 
the US17 deletion virus ΔUS17, or the US17 deletion repair virus Rev. cV5 at 
an MOI of 0.01.  10 dpi, supernatants were clarified and thencentrifuged 
through a 10-50% Nycodenz gradient.  Red lines indicate the approximate 
location of the 1 ml fraction boundaries.  Yellow, red and green bands are 
density bead markers verifying that densities were equal between the three 
gradients.  
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Figure 17.  HCMV genetic content of Nycodenz gradient fractions.  Samples of each 
fraction were Dnase I treated to remove non-encapsidated viral DNA.  Viral genomes were 
extracted with a Qiagen Virus Mini-Elute kit and relative levels of genomes were measured 
via qPCR for HCMV UL83.  
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Figure 18. ΔUS17 changes virion composition.  Supernatant associated virus from either the 
parental strain pAD/Cre (P), ΔUS17 (Δ17), or the repair virus (v5)  was purified by centrifugation 
through a 10-50% Nycodenz gradient.  Virion containing fractions were subsequently dialyzed 
into PBS analyzed for protein content. (A) Equal amounts of each sample were run on a 10% 
poly acrylamide gel and and silver stained. Subtle changes in the virion composition of ΔUS17 
are noted as black arrows.  (B) Immuno-blot for various structural proteins: pp65 (pUL83), gB 
(pUL55), pp28 (pUL99), Large tegument protein (pUL48) or gH (pUL75).  Numbers underneath 
each blot are densitometric values calculated using image J software normalized to the parental 
sample.  
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Figure 19. ΔUS17 alters the genomes-to-pfu ratio of gradient purified virions  Gradient fractions 
(from Fig. 16) were plaque assayed for infectivity (A), or total DNAse I protected viral genomic content 
by qPCR (B).  (C) Genomes-to-pfu ratios were calculated by dividing the ratios of the fold changes 
(vs. parent) of relative genomes and infectivity.   
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Figure 20. ΔUS17 alters the genome-to-pfu ratio of infected cell culture supernatants.   Low 
passage HFF were infected at an MOI of 3.0 with either the parental virus, ΔUS17, or the US17-cV5 
revertant virus.  72 and 96 hpi supernatants were harvested and plaque assayed for infectivity (A), or 
total DNAse protected viral genomic content  by qPCR (B).  C. Genome to pfu ratios were calculated 
by dividing the ratios of the fold changes (mutant vs. parent) of relative genomes and infectivity.   
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Figure 21. Higher levels of tegument proteins are delivered per pfu to ΔUS17 

infected fibroblasts.  HFF were infected in 8 well chamber slides with the indicated 
virus at MOI = 3.0.  2 hpi cells were washed with PBS, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 
and stained with a pp65 specific monoclonal antibody.   (A) Representative images 
showing pp65 signals.   (B) Average intensities and standard deviations of total pp65 
fluorescent signal taken from three randomly chosen microscope fields from each of 
two independent biological experiments. 
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Virion entry 

Immediate early events (6 to 24 

hpi) 

•prior to US17 expression 
•Host immunomodulation, largely 
dependent on virion composition 

Early events 12 to 48 hpi 

•Cell ramping up for increased 
production of virus 

Late events (48 to 96 hpi) 

•Development of viral assembly complex 
•Virion production increased 

•US17 expressed  

Virion assembly (72 to 96+ hpi) 

•Virion production at full power 
•Modulation of host ER stress genes by US17 
•Cells release large amounts of infectious virus 

Figure 22.   Proposed model for US17 direct and indirect functions.  Timeline 
depicting US17’s role as an indirect modulator of the host cell immune response at 12 
hpi and a direct role for US17 at 96 hpi by way of modulation of host cell ER stress 
response genes.   
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Chapter Four 

Conclusions and Discussion 

This work highlights the complex and incompletely understood process that is HCMV 

immunomodulation and how factors such as virion composition can influence this process.   In 

Chapter Two we demonstrated that ΔUS17 induced altered host transcriptional profiles from 

those of parental virions.  At a very early time after infection (12 hpi) ΔUS17 elicited a reduced 

immune response from the host cell as evidenced by decreased production of transcripts 

associated with both interferon and innate immune responses.  At a later time after infection (96 

hpi) ΔUS17 differentially modulated transcripts encoding for genes involved in the ER stress 

response. In Chapter Three we further demonstrated that virions produced by ΔUS17 differed 

from parental virions, incorporating reduced amounts of the glycoprotein gH into their structure.  

ΔUS17 produced a >3-fold larger genome-to-pfu ratio while producing an equal number of 

infectious virus.  When inoculated at an equal MOI this larger number of non-infectious particles 

produced by ΔUS17 delivered a ~3-fold larger amount of the tegument protein pp65 compared 

to parental.  Additionally, UV inactivation of virions did not completely abrogate the 

transcriptional phenotype of ΔUS17 indicating that the structural differences of ΔUS17 virions 

contribute to the blunting of the host immune response (Data no shown).   

At first, it seems counterintuitive that a virus would produce factors, such as US17, that 

increase the immunogenic properties of the virus thus making it more easily recognizable to the 

host’s immune system.  However, there is an accumulating body of work demonstrating that 

HCMV needs to strike a delicate balance of interferon and innate immune responses in order to 

ensure proper reproduction and survival (139-141).   

HCMV has evolved the ability to interact with, and in some instances necessitates use 

of, host interferon response and anti-viral proteins. Two interferon inducible proteins, Viperin 
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(RSAD2) and IFI-16, enhance HCMV virion production and are specifically up-regulated by 

during infection.  These same proteins inhibit replication of HIV, HCV, RSV and several other 

RNA viruses (142-146).  HCMV utilizes IFI-16 in conjunction with pp65 as a trans-activator to 

up-regulate transcription of immediate early proteins thus aiding in the establishment of a lytic 

infection (113).  RSAD2 interacts with another viral protein (UL37.1 vMIA) at the mitochondrial 

membrane to facilitate production of ATP (140,147,148).  Upon knock-down of IFI-16 or Viperin, 

HCMV replicates less efficiently.  In this way it appears that HCMV must counter-intuitively 

stimulate, and more importantly balance, the host immune response to ensure proper 

replication.  If the immune response is activated too aggressively the cell will limit the spread of 

infection by initiating apoptosis of infected cells before production of progeny virions.  In 

contrast, if there is too little immune response elicited by the virus, HCMV cannot initiate lytic 

replication efficiently.    

This balance must be struck immediately upon infection before the host anti-viral 

response of the host cell overwhelms the virus and is therefore highly dependent on both virion 

structure and the particle–to-pfu ratio both of which are important mediators of host immune 

sensing.  Therefore, it appears that HCMV has evolved US17 to modulate particle-to-pfu ratios 

and virion composition in order to produce virions that elicit the correct immune response from 

the host cell.  Additionally the control of virion composition by US17 appears to be separate 

from viral pathways that are important for making the most basic unit of an infectious virion, i.e., 

ΔUS17 is replication competent in cell culture but the virions produced by ΔUS17 elicit an 

abnormal cellular response. 

 In addition to establishment of lytic replication, activation of the anti-viral response may 

be important for HCMV replication in another way.  It has been reported that undifferentiated 

monocytes are an important reservoir of latently infected cells in the host (149-151).  Monocytes 
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are a good viral reservoir because of their ability to travel throughout the body and deliver virus 

to distant sites from that of the primary infection.  Upon differentiation of these monocytes into 

macrophage HCMV begins lytic replication and can then infect nearby cells of other lineages 

(fibroblasts, endo/epithelial cells etc)(152,153).  Thus it is possible that HCMV uses US17 to 

control its immunomodulatory abilities through manipulation of particle-to-pfu ratios and virion 

composition in an effort to “bait” monocytes and other immune effecter cells to the site of a 

primary infection in order to establish latency.  In fact, many of the most highly differentially 

expressed chemokines and cytokines that were seen to be down-modulated by ΔUS17 virions 

at 12 hpi, including cxcl10, ccl2, and ccl5, are known to be directly chemoattractive to 

monocytes (154-157) further strengthening this hypothesis .  

In sum, the previously detailed experiments have elucidated a role for US17 in HCMV 

biology.  We propose a model wherein US17 plays a role in the assembly of mature HCMV 

virions by modulating levels of genes involved in ER stress and the unfolded protein response at 

late times after infection thus affecting viral protein folding, trafficking, or incorporation into the 

virion structure in the cVAC(Fig. 23).  Further, the involvement of US17 and possibly other US12 

family members is important in the formation of particles that elicit an appropriate immune 

response from host cells. 
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HCMV employs numerous strategies to combat, subvert, or co-opt host immunity.  One 

evolutionary strategy for this involves “capture” of a host gene and then its successive 

duplication and divergence, forming a gene family, many of which have immunomodulatory 

activities. The HCMV US12 family consists of ten tandemly arranged sequence-related genes in 

the unique short region of the HCMV genome (US12-US21).  Each gene encodes a protein 

possessing seven predicted transmembrane domains, and patches of sequence similarity with 

cellular GPCRs and the bax inhibitor-1 family of anti-apoptotic proteins.   

We show that one member, US17, plays an important role during virion maturation. 

Microarray analysis of cells infected with a recombinant HCMV deleted for US17 (ΔUS17) 

revealed blunted host innate and interferon responses at early times after infection (12 hpi), a 

pattern opposite that previously seen in the absence of the immunomodulatory tegument protein 

pp65 (pUL83).  Although ΔUS17 produced equal numbers of infectious particles in fibroblasts 

compared to parental virus, at equal multiplicities of infection, it produced >3-fold more genome-
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containing non-infectious viral particles, and delivered increased amounts of pp65 to newly 

infected cells.   

At later time points (96 hpi) ΔUS17 infected cells displayed aberrant expression of 

several host ER stress response genes and chaperones, some of which are important for the 

final stages of virion assembly and egress.  Our results suggest that US17 modulates host 

pathways which control virion composition enabling production of virions that elicit an 

appropriately balanced host immune response. 
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